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What is the oint of
wealth in a roken world?
BY SIOBHAN CASSIDY

MoneyMarketing contributor

I t's not a simple case of choosing between
significantly impact the costs and profits of world?" He expands on this, "ESG is a big

purpose and profit for asset allocators, companies' products and services, affecting priority for Old Mutual Investment Group as
many of whom are taking a more nuanced their bottom line." it enables us to pursue superior, risk—adjusted

view as they engage with issues ratherthan Companies that ignore ESG concerns returns for our clients, while also positively

avoiding them by disinvesting. Investors risk everything from financial penalties impacting the communities and environment
are increasingly applying non-financial to their assets becoming stranded or in which we operate... it's about getting the

factors related to Environmental, Social obsolete, says Eedes, who adds, "ESG returns but making sure the world (ESG) is

and Governance (ESG) issues to identify factors are increasingly critical in the context maintained so that the wealth/goals can be

material risks and growth opportunities. of identifying material risk and growth enjoyed. Issues such as resource depletion,
Environmental relates to conservation of the opportunities. These things are critical in climate change, poor governance and

natural world; Social talks largely to people terms of the sustainability of a business, or the social inequality pose both investment and

and communities, including how a company sustainability of business activities within the systemic risks to our customers’ goals."
manages its relationships with employees, context of the greater world, or both." Tanya Naidoo, ETF & Portfolio Analyst
suppliers, customers and other affected Gontse Tsatsi, Head of Retail Clients at Old at ETFSA, adds, “Companies with

parties; and Governance relates to standards Mutual Investment Group, articulates it very poor environmental practices, weak

applied in running a company, including powerfully when he says, "What is the governance, or negative social impacts
executive pay, audits and shareholder rights. point of wealth in a broken may face reputational damage,

Whether an investor is worried about operational disruptions or
floods or wildfires, rising global inequality even regulatory fines.

and the social unrest it threatens to unleash,

the executive team pocketing all the profits,

or simply beating ination and/orthe market,

there is a growing consensus that everyone

needs to care about where companies stand

on ESG.

"Even if you don't care about the

sustainability of our planet, or our species,
just from a financial perspective we need
to care about how companies are tackling

these issues,” says Linda Eedes, Investment

Professional at Foord. "Understanding the

risks posed by environment and social costs

in the real economy is central to the practice

of investment. internalising these costs could Continuedonnexrpaye
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"Companies that ignore
ESG concerns risk

everything from nancial
penalties to their assets
becoming stranded or
obsolete"
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